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ISO (the International Organization for Standardization) is a worldwide federation of 
national standards bodies (ISO member bedies). The work of preparing International 
Standards is normally carried out through ISO technical committees. Esch member 
body interested in a subject for which a technical committee has been established has 
the right to be represented on that committee. International organizations, govern- 
mental and non-governmental, in liaison with ISO, also take part in the work. 

Draft International Standards adopted by the technical committees are circulated to 
the member bodies for approval before their acceptance as International Standards by 
the OS0 Council. They are approved in accordance with ISO procedures requiring at 
least 75 % approval by the member bodies voting. 

International Standard ISO 8455 was prepared by Technical Committee ISO/TC 34, 
Agricultural food products. 

Users should note that all International Standards undergo revision from time to time 
and that any reference made herein to any other International Standard implies its 
Jatest edition, unless otherwise stated. 
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itions for storage e in direct contact with t 
ing devices that are us 

ghout. 
5.1 Exterior (surrounding groun 
acilities 5.3.3 Storage sf green coffee next to or in the area 0% poten- 

tially contaminating cargo (for example chemicals, odorous or 
dusty materials, green coffee triage, other commodities that 
might possibly be infested), s 

.‘I.I Spills should be cleaned up promptly. 

5.12 Waste, 
promptly. 

dunnage, and refuse should be remove 

ao of the Storage nea ject 

a manner 
or birds. 

so as not to -1.3 Equipment 
provide harborage for rod ents, insects, 53.5 coffee and reserve pallets should be maintained 

a clean condition an if necessary, protectively covered. 
Covering practices and cover materials which restritt bagged 
coffee”s Ventilation or would adversely affect the coffeek qua- 
lity should be avoided. 

5J.4 There should be no 
provide a breeding place Bor 

ich COUSd 
insects or other pests. 

5.1.5 There should be a pest-control Programme for the sur- 
rounding grounds and regular inspections of the area. A 
recognized pest-control agency should be employed. 

5.3.6 Bagged coffee in store should be sampled (sec 
ISO 4072 and ISO 6666) and regularly inspected for evidente of 
darnage or quality deterioration Qsee ISO 4149 and ISO 6667 as 
necessary) D l-lard surface areas should be kept in a broom-clean con- 51.6 

ition. 

a riti sit 

Interior (buildings) of storage facilities 
ation 

5.2.1 Buildings should be 
rodent-proof and bird-proof. 

structurally Sound, free sf leaks, 
3. The time during which bagged green coffee loaded onto 

vehicles or into freight Containers is awaiting transfer to a ship 
should be kept to a minimum, and loaded vehicles or Containers 
should be kept in the shade where possible. kight-coloured pro- 
tective coverings shouldbe used to minimize increases sf the 
temperature of the coffee beans while awaiting transfer of bag- 
ged coffee from vehicle to ship. 

5.2.2 All pipes that 
adequately insulated. 

are su bject to condensation should be 

5.2.3 Buildings should be kept in a broom-clean condition; 
there should be a clean-up Programme both for Spills and for 
routine cleaning to avoid accumulation sf dirt and debris on the 
floor . 

3.2 Green coffee shouid not e loaded into leaky, odorous, 
or unsanitary containers, nor into Containers whose ceilings, 
Walls or floor are wet or Show sign of ampness. They should 
be inspected by a person in authority before being Ioaded. 5.2.4 Cargo spillage should be removed immediately. 

Containers used to carry green coffee from tropicai to 
temperate zones should be sf the ventilated type, preferably 
those designed for such a purpose. 

5.2.5 Rubbish should be removed and disposed of properly. 

5.2.6 An adequate bird, rodent, insect and other pest-control 
Programme should be maintained, supervised by a recognize 
pest-control agency. 

it During loading and discbarging of green coffee cargo 
e protected from potentially contaminating cargo. should 

5.2.7 There should be regular inspection of buildings in sup- 
ort of the clean-up Programme, by a person in authority. 

On an laced 
unclean or contaminated wharf surface. 

5.2.8 Any toilet facilities should be separated from the coffee 
storage area, totally enclosed and maintained in a sanitary con- 
dition. 

ort 

6.2.1 Ships’ e clean Prior to Boading. 

5.3 Storage and handing 6.2.2 Only clean, dry pallets or arino-type Slings should be 
used if cargo is unitized. Rope-type Slings, when used, should 
be clean. 

5.3.1 Bagged green coffee should be stored weil away from 
outside Walls, at least by a distance which allows inspection 
and sanitary maintenance of the floor space between the coffee 
and walls. 

be protected f rom salt-water 
of green coffee next to, or in 

.2.3 Green coffee cargo should 
darnage and ship sweat. Stowage 
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the area of, potentially contaminating cargo (for exampk 
chemicals, odorous or dusty materials, green coffee triage or 
other commodities that might possibly be infested) should be 
avoided. 

6.2.5 Bagged green coffee, whether containerized or not, 
should be stowed below deck in ventilated holds well away 
from heated or refrigerated areas. 

6.2.4 
tained. 

An adequate pest-control progra mme should be main- 
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